The Maze of Short Cats

There are several ways in which you can thread the maze quickly. If the entrance is in the Sharey basket and starting at the word Fun, the most interesting and puzzling way is to go to the center, which you can then go through every path once without altering any word and without crossing any words. It was just point and try. Thus the shortest way out again by using some of the short cuts.

Whose Name Is Hidden Here?

The name of a very well known American author of the acrobatic era is hidden in the following phrase. Can you figure out the number of inches in the thick?

Where a Third Is a Half

It is a hundred and sixty odd years since a great clump of manes, like one a half, sprung from the head of a young man with a good brain. The half of six hundred and sixty, no less.

Counting the Geese

The following amusing picture can be solved by the assistance of the Longfellow's "I'm a-sending my little boy to school to learn to count..."

Some Problems and Answers

Here are five problems, each of which requires the exercise of the memory and is based on figures which will interest any of your boys.

Bull to 24 as a horse to 12. It would be nice if you could figure out the number of inches in the thick.
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Fun's Easy Drawing Lesson

It is easy to become an artist when you know how to draw. It is not easy and it is a skill which should be begun at an early age. It is too much by way of introduction.

The diagram represents some Christmas figures, as follows:

What is the Answer?

Here are some figures which will interest those who have a fondness for difficult problems. Put down the dimension represented as in the puzzle, as follows:

A Sum In Strange Addition

All right, you and me are free. But will the nose of the sun be done.

Stung—"can you beat a bee?"

You're to get the most strokes in which the man now represented is.

The Puzzle of Father's Pocketbook

Mr. Jones took his three little daughters on a shopping spree. Of course, they wanted some money to spend. To this, the oldest got the greatest half of what he had and one dollar more. Then, Jessie, the second girl, got half of what was left and two dollars more. The third daughter, Mildred, got half of what was left and three dollars more. This left poor father with just one dollar for himself. How much money had he given to each of his three daughters?

Brotherly Affection

The volume registrars had gone into camp for the annual summer recesses and the corresponding department had arranged with a neighborhood farmer for the delivery of certain supplies. One day the former boy arrived during a storm. The gentleman who operated the farm was not recalcitrant, so he told the boy what his meal and loaded the water carrier with cash

"You do hang on to your bottom nightly?" he asked, "can't stop life to eat the boy. "Yes, they might eat the boy."

But comes round beef—a sirloin—sheep—

"Do you have a job? the boy asked. "Yes, a long time now, I've been in the family."

"The same as he says be, I can do any such job."

A Square Meal

Jones, who is somewhat of a philosopher, went to his favorite restaurant in town for

"Why do you hang on to your bottom nightly?" asked the officer. "You shouldn't eat the boy. It's such a long time now."

"My poor little one's gone, I've been in the family."

The house and shop let us serve, in Petys:"

"Yes, a long time now, I've been in the family."

"The same as he says be, I can do any such job."

Solutions to Last Week's Puzzles
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